It gives us great pleasure to inform that Quality Council of India (QCI) and PHD Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PHDCII) have joined together in organizing a Regional Quality Conclave on the theme “Creating and Sustaining a Quality Culture” on 30 August 2019, at Hotel Le Lac Sarovar Portico, Ranchi 9.30 am. The objective of this Conclave is to create awareness about creating quality culture for advanced Manufacturing, share the technological advancement like Industrial IOT and create awareness about new technologies like AR, VR, AI, for the manufacturing sector.

New and emerging trends in product and process technologies such as smart manufacturing frameworks that include Industry 4.0, digital communications, robotics and artificial intelligence, flexible and agile supply chains, and quality levels zeroing in to near perfection are seeing wide scale integration of manufacturing and information technologies, big data analytics, automation and aggregation. Focus on quality has become an absolute necessity in today’s globalised world to survive for any company engaged in manufacturing, more so if engaged in exports.

The Regional Conclave aims to showcase the new technologies in manufacturing and the quality control aspects associated with it- through expert talks and case-presentations, and the challenges these bring to India in meeting the quality expectation of the global customer.

Some of the best minds engaged in Industrial IOT, Creating a Quality culture, product innovation, process automation, AR, VR, AI, Cyber Security will congregate at the conclave to lead the discussion and evolve steps for the next engineering revolution in India.

The Conclave expects to receive 150 plus participants from top organizations, mainly from Jharkhand region.
WHY ATTEND?
- Understand the Significance of Quality Culture for competitiveness
- Steps in Creating a Quality and Innovation culture in your organisation
- Introduction to Smart manufacturing through Industry 4.0 principles
- Benefits of adopting Industry 4.0
- How Zero Downtime can help enhance productivity

Who Should Attend?
- CEOs
- Manufacturing Heads
- Information Technology Heads
- Human Resource Heads
- Quality Control Managers
- Shop floor Managers
- Training Managers
- R & D Managers
- Software Developers
- Academic Fraternity

Eminent Speakers
- Experts from-
  - Power Sector
  - Mining Sector
  - Coal Sector
  - Steel Sector
  - Heavy Engineering Sector
  - Academics

The Conclave would witness following sessions:
- Quality Culture to Enhance Performance
- Continuous Improvement and Innovation Management
- Achieving ‘Zero Downtime’ – Enabling Predictive Maintenance for Prescriptive Maintenance
- Emerging Trends in Industry 4.0

CONCLAVE PARTICIPATION CHARGE
Please note the registration fee is as follows:
- Registration Fee - Rs. 1000 + GST
- Member of QCI or PHDCCI can avail 10% discount
- Additional discounts for 3 or more delegates from same organisation

Cheque / DD to be drawn in favor of ‘Quality Council of India’ payable at New Delhi

EXHIBITION OPPORTUNITIES ALSO AVAILABLE AT ATTRACTIVE RATES:
Rs 12000/- (EXCLUSIVE OF TAXES) PER 4 SQ. MTR

NOTE: For registration as a Conclave Participant, please visit: http://rqc2019.qci.org.in/
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